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Resources: What we want or what we need?

What we want is not always what we need

but

What we need may not be met by different resources.
Motivation & Support:
- Resources & training
- Operational support
  - Interagency
  - Advice.

Evidence collection

Chain of custody

Prosecution

HOW TO OPERATE AN INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK ???

National Security Strategy Development Workshop

Dakar, 6 to 10 August 2018
“GOOD ARTISTS COPY, GREAT ARTISTS STEAL.”
Accountability is a tool for professional recognition. Oversight is:
- a sign of respect for the role of the security sector;
- a resource to make politics accountable for their policies.

Lack of transparency (even if justified)

Doubts on stakeholders

Transparency

Trust by partners
FOR A SECURITY SECTOR WHICH IS:

NEEDED – SECURITY OBJECTIVES – HUMAN CENTRIC POWER

CAPABLE – PROFESSIONALISM – RIGHT RESOURCES/ PLANNING

ACCOUNTABLE – TRUST / LEGITIMACY – TRANSPARENCY/OVERSIGHT

WE NEED:

Coordination, Communication and Collaboration
THANK YOU.
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